THETA TAU
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING FRATERNITY

1100 W Glendon Way
Los Angeles, CA 91803
followchoi@gmail.com

January 9, 2013
Dear Brothers,
I am eager to announce that University of California - Irvine will be applying for their
chapter petition. I have been keeping in constant touch with Richard Staebler and
Jonathan Wong closely to start the Chapter process of Irvine which has grown to over
30 active participants.
From my past experience in re-birth/re-construction at Zeta, Kappa, Epsilon, Epsilon
Delta Chapter and Columbia Colony, I can consult that Irvine Colony has one of the
best support system to be successful as a Theta Tau Chapter.
I assure you they have a systematized structure within the organization along with
quality members who are ambitious to continue its path of becoming a family of Theta
Tau. The knit connected school atmosphere and the motivated student body only
supplement future growth of Theta Tau Chapter of University of California - Irvine
With the assistance of Lana Nguyen (E Alumni) I ensure from my previous
congregation with the colony members at University of California – Irvine will have a
strict local policy along with its strong fraternal fellowship to sustain its membership at
any given circumstances. Therefore I write this recommendation to accept them to our
National Fraternity system.

In H & T,

Steven Choi (Z’ 989)

THETA TAU
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING FRATERNITY

Brothers,

January 7, 2013

I am writing to you on behalf of the University of California, Irvine Colony in their petition to become a
chapter of our fraternity of Theta Tau.
The colony at University of California, Irvine has been, from the start, a group of highly motivated
students who has worked hard at realizing the wonderful potentials of brotherhood, professionalism,
service, and engineering. Their members have infused the aforementioned aspects of our fraternity with
the fresh excitement and vigor of a newly lit flame. They have brought their energy and passion for Theta
Tau’s causes to their school and communities, showing that they can not only thrive as an effective
organization, but can also perform their duties as members of their community and profession at a level
which all chapters of Theta Tau strive for.
They have also shown an intense interest and humility when it comes to furthering the development of
their organization. Being that Epsilon Delta Chapter is only an hour away, the University of California,
Irvine Colony, has repeatedly seeked our advice and opinions on both their internal and external policies.
They have also strived to connect themselves with many of their other chapters nearby and have already
made a reputable name for themselves all over our region. This willingness to look to others for their own
betterment convinces me that have the makings of a great chapter. The Colony at University of California,
Irvine has shown their ability to be both contributing members to their own organization as well to the
many chapters surrounding them, an ability that I believe shows they are destined for success.
It has never been a better time for growth of Theta Tau in California. Our chapters are all so close to each
other and the potential for external support is enormous. Members of Theta Tau from California are
spread all over our state, with many coming from the same hometowns. University of California, Irvine,
has already contributed to this network and as I see it, will continue to do so in ways that can only make
our fraternity stronger.
I highly recommend the approval of the Colony at University of California, Irvine’s petition, and truly
look forward to their installation as a chapter of Theta Tau.
In H & T,

Christopher Lam
ΕΔ, #5, XX!ZZ!

THETA TAU
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING FRATERNITY

Omicron Gamma 
The University of California, Davis

January 2013
Dear Brothers,
I would like to extend to you my recommendation for the University of California, Irvine
colony of Theta Tau for chapter status.
I make this recommendation based on my relationship and continuous interactions with
the UCI colony since their certification in June 2011. I have seen the colony grow and
improve in all aspects over the past year and a half, growth which asserts that they are
ready for chapter status. Each of the members’ brotherhood and passion for Theta Tau is
evident from all interactions we have had since first meeting them at their colony
certification. The colony has always made an effort to attend events with other colonies
and chapters, such as regional conferences and national events. Not only are the colony
members amiable guests, they are also gracious hosts, proved by chapter’s first visit,
when they housed us for their certification without having ever met us prior, and by
subsequent visits by our members thereafter, where colony members once again opened
their homes to us and planned activities for us to partake in together.
The colony’s presence on campus and in the Irvine community is a positive force which
not only adds to the reputation of the Fraternity, but also enriches the engineering student
population, as evidenced by their 9 professional development events, 12 community
service events, and 16 brotherhood events just this past year.
I am continually impressed by the UCI colony’s devotion to Theta Tau and all for which
it stands. In the short time that they have been a colony, they have proven that they have
the necessary tools and drive required to be a chapter of Theta Tau. There is no doubt I
have that they would make an excellent chapter and a worthy addition to our Fraternity.
I wholeheartedly recommend that the University of California, Irvine colony of Theta
Tau be approved for chapter status, and I look forward to their installation.

In H&T,
Kimberly Rovai
ΟΓ 92 XX! YY! WW!

THETA TAU

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING FRATERNITY

January 2013
Dear Brothers of Theta Tau,
It is my pleasure to recommend the Theta Tau Colony of University of California, Irvine for
membership into our Fraternity of Theta Tau.
Through many discussions and interactions, I have discovered that the University of California,
Irvine Colony demonstrates all of the attributes that any chapter should exhibit and more. The
Colony continues to enhance our Fraternity by their determination to thrive for success. They
have displayed exceptional professionalism in the way they interact with each other and other
brothers of Theta Tau. Since their initiation as a colony, they have already greatly contributed to
their community. Most importantly, one of the most essential aspects that I see in this group is
true brotherhood, within their own group and towards brothers of other colonies and chapters.
The Colony members have always made an effort to attend Theta Tau events and bond with
other colonies and chapters, such as at regional conferences, the national Leadership
Academy, and the National Convention.
The Colony of University of California, Irvine has demonstrated that it can function as a
successful Theta Tau chapter of the Western Region. With motivated members, this Theta Tau
Colony is driven to accomplish many activities and events throughout the year, which show their
dedication to all aspects of Theta Tau: professional growth, service, and enduring brotherhood.
I am impressed with their enthusiasm and the efforts of each member. I have no doubt that the
University of California, Irvine Colony will continue to succeed in the upcoming years and be a
valuable asset to Theta Tau. I strongly recommend the approval of their petition for chapter
status.
In H and T,

Tammy Y. Wang
ΟΓ 116 XX! WW! VV!

02 May 2012

Brothers,

I recommend Theta Tau Colony at University of California, Irvine for a speedy chapter
installment when requested. The members of this colony have displayed both fraternal
fellowship and professionalism of the highest quality.
On my trip to Irvine, I decided to see the University. I reached out by email to see if there were
any brothers attending UCI. To my surprise there was a colony and immediately members
replied to me. These engineering students described to me their individual meanings of Theta
Tau and the importance it has for each of them. They demonstrated the fraternal bond that all the
Theta Tau chapters instill and the fun that comes with it. They also host many professional
events which include leading engineering companies. By doing so, they demonstrated the
leadership necessary to be great engineers.
In this letter I would like to the thank those that I have met on my trip to Irvine. They are as
follow.
Charles Chiang
Sarah Leung
Terence Leung
Howard Liu
Christopher Louie
Alex Staebler
Jonathan Wong
I am happy to call Theta Tau Colony at University of California, Irvine and its members my
friends but also my brothers. And I will continue to call them my brothers with a successful
chapter installment. Theta Tau Colony at University of California, Irvine has my full backing and
I wish them the best.

In H&T,

Derek Lam
Electrical Engineering, BSE
Arizona State University
Theta Tau – Delta Gamma, #157
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January 19, 2013

Theta Tau Central Office
1011 San Jacinto, Suite 205
Austin, TX 78701
Dear Theta Tau Brothers,
I am writing to give my unqualified support to promote the UCI Theta Tau colony to chapter/fraternity status.
While my professional travel and obligations have, unfortunately, prevented me from being as fully involved with
this delightful colony (and their weekly meetings and other activities) as I have wanted and would have liked, from
what I have seen and experienced, this is a first rate group that clearly is ready for fraternity status.
What I like is their enthusiasm for Theta Tau and its principles as manifested by their participation in regional and
national conventions, as well as their visiting other chapters. I must say, when I have been able to join the UCI
group in events, such as for lunches or formal dinners for the initiation of new classes, it has brought back fond
memories of the comraderie of Beta during our strongest years. What I have liked about this UCI group starting
from their initial discussions is their pragmatism where, in searching for an avenue to develop something strong and
new for the UCI engineering students, they did research and centered on Theta Tau and its principles.
Without question and from everything I have seen, they have more than lived up to the highest standards of our
fraternity with their professional, service, social, brotherhood, and personal activities. Comparing this UCI group
with my Beta chapter during the time that is acknowledged as being Beta’s strongest period (and, this is the same
Beta alumni group, with which I am affiliated, that is providing leadership and working to reestablish Beta), I view
this UCI group as being comparable with the potential of being even better. That is a high compliment!
As a personal note, let me tell you how delightful it is to walk to work and see students wearing Theta Tau jackets
and sweatshirts! It brings back fond memories. (Indeed, and as you know, I sent to the Theta Tau Central Office a
couple of pictures of the UCI’s actives who were working on recruiting new members last September.)
In H&T,

Donald G. Saari, Beta #847 (1959-62)

